SUNCT: bilateral hypothalamic activation during headache attacks and resolving of symptoms after trigeminal decompression.
Short-lasting unilateral neuralgiform headache with conjunctival injection and tearing (SUNCT) is a primary head-pain syndrome, which is often refractory to any medical treatment. Concerning the pathophysiology of SUNCT, hypothalamic involvement ipsilaterally to the pain has been suggested based on the clinical features and one functional imaging case report. Here we now report a new case with SUNCT and the concomitant cerebral activation pattern (fMRI) during the pain attacks. In addition to an activation of several brain structures known to be generally involved in pain processing, bilateral hypothalamic activation occurred during the pain attacks, arguing for a central origin of the headache. Interestingly, this patient became completely pain free after surgical decompression of the ipsilateral trigeminal nerve. We hypothesize that in this case with a central predisposition for trigeminal autonomic cephalgias, a peripheral trigger with ectopic excitation might have contributed to the clinical picture of SUNCT.